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2.5 ‘WORKING-DAYS’
MARKETABLE PACE OF PRODUCTIVITY ...?
07a – LIP + GROOVE – HANDLE CAP
SW lip + groove tool method

07b – LIP + GROOVE – SCREEN FACIA
profile cut extrude + profile extrude method

07c – LIP + GROOVE – LENS ARRAY
swept cut + sept profile method

07d – LIP + GROOVE – MAIN BODY CASING
off-set surface + thicken + combine method

08a – SNAP HOOKS + GROOVES – HANDLE CAP

08b – SNAP HOOKS + GROOVES – SCREEN FACIA

08c – SNAP HOOKS + GROOVES – LENS ARRAY

08d – SNAP HOOKS + GROOVES – MAIN BODY CASING

09a – INTERNAL RIBS – HANDLE CAP

09b – INTERNAL RIBS – SCREEN FACIA

09c – INTERNAL RIBS – LENS ARRAY

09d – INTERNAL RIBS – MAIN BODY CASING